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Two paradigms of genetic algorithms are the Simple Genetic Algorithm (SGA) 
and Vose’s Infinite Population Model (IPM). We initialize these two algorithms with 
identical initial populations, and use proportional selection, one-point crossover, and 
no mutation.
The convergence behavior of the SGA and IPM is compared for various bitstring 
lengths, population sizes, and epistasis levels in order to determine, whether the de­
terministic IPM can be a good predictor of the behavior of the stochastic SGA. 
Bitstrings are limited to length 4, 6 , and 8 , due to the computation time required for 
the m atrix multiplications used in the IPM algorithm. Population sizes are chosen on 
the basis of three criteria: constant size, size proportional to the square root of the 
search space, and size proportional to bitstring length. Epistasis is developed from 
the perspective of Walsh space, providing a clean and simple method of calculation. 
This presentation of epistasis is shown to be compatible with those of Davidor and 
Aizawa.
The fitness vector developed for the genetic algorithms is the combination of a 
purely linear fitness vector and a purely epistatic fitness vector in proportions de­
termined by a specified constant, a , which is a function of the length of the linear 
and epistatic vectors and the desired epistasis for the resulting fitness vector. This 
enables the creation of fitness vectors having a predetermined epistasis.
For this class of fitness functions, the IPM becomes a better predictor of SGA 
behavior as the SGA population size increases. However, the specific behavior upon 
which the comparison is based should be stated if epistasis varies, because increasing 
epistasis may cause a comparison based on one behavior (e.g., SGA convergence to a 
stable fixed point) to improve, while a comparison based on another behavior (e.g., 
SGA and IPM convergence to the same population) may degrade.
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C hapter 1
Introduction
The set of all possible solutions to a problem is called its “solution space” . One 
approach to solving an optimization problem is to evaluate all the members of its 
solution space, retaining always the optimum of those evaluated. If the number of 
solutions is so large that an exhaustive search of the solution space is impractical, 
then it is possible that an algorithm which guides the search toward the more likely 
solutions will be feasible. For example, a hill-climbing ( “greedy”) algorithm examines 
solutions “near” the current one, and replaces the current solution with a better one.
i
The process is repeated, and stops when there is no nearby solution which is better 
than the current solution. However, what is obtained may be only a local optimum, 
rather than the global one. Another algorithm, simulated annealing, attem pts to 
overcome the “local optimum” trap of greedy algorithms. It does so by applying 
the “greedy” choice to cases where a (randomly selected) nearby solution is better. 
However, an inferior solution has a non-zero probability of becoming the current 
solution. This probability is based on the ratio of the difference between the current 
and proposed solutions to a threshold value. As proposed solutions are evaluated, the 
threshold value is gradually decreased, thereby reducing the likelihood of accepting a 
solution worse than the current one. It can be shown that the global optimum will be
1
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found by the simulated annealing algorithm if the threshold decreases at a sufficiently 
slow rate. In contrast to the search for the optimal solution in simulated annealing, 
which is based on the physical process of annealing, solutions in a genetic algorithm 
“evolve” in a manner which models the biological principles of sexual reproduction 
and survival of the fittest.
A genetic algorithm begins with an initial population, a collection of solutions 
which are (typically) selected at random, with replacement, from the solution space. 
Each solution in the population is assigned a fitness value determined by the function 
being optimized. The population is then modified in a three-step process to produce a 
new population, which represents the next generation. The three steps are: selection 
— in which the principle of survival of the fittest is applied to the current population 
of solutions; crossover — in which new solutions are produced via recombination 
of pairs of solutions in analogy to sexual reproduction; mutation — in which the 
solutions are diversified via random modifications, in analogy to genetic mutation.
The fitness-based selection step is central to the genetic algorithm. It provides 
the only guiding influence of the optimization objective function upon the search of 
the solution space. By implementing an “evolutionary bias” toward the selection of 
higher fitnesses solutions, lower fitness solutions tend to “die out” of the population.
The crossover step broadens the subset of the solution space under consideration 
by separating a pair of solutions into components, then combining these components 
to form new solutions — which likely have more in common with their “parents” than 
randomly-generated solutions would.
The mutation step has the potential to enlarge the current subset of the solution 
space under consideration by modifying a solution in such a way that it contains a 
component not present in any “parents” .
Since crossover and mutation are random processes not guided by fitness, it is 
likely that many of the solutions produced by these processes will be inferior to the
3
“parent” solutions used to produce them. The next selection step should eliminate 
the inferior solutions.
Chapter 2 
Background
1. T he Sim ple G enetic A lgorithm  (SG A )
1.1. Terms and R epresentations
When the Simple Genetic Algorithm is used as a search heuristic:
1. The solution space is the set of all possible solutions.
2. The term “individual” refers to one possible solution, one member of the solution 
space. Each solution is encoded as a bitstring of length t.
3. A population is a bag (a set with duplications) containing individuals, and usu­
ally refers to the individuals comprising a particular generation. The population 
size (the number of individuals in the bag) is represented by r.
1.2. T he A lgorithm
The term “Genetic Algorithm” encompasses a diverse collection of solution-space- 
search algorithms. The Simple Genetic Algorithm is an iterative, stochastic genetic 
algorithm which can be described as follows:
4
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1 . Create the initial population by selecting r individuals at random (with replace­
ment) from the solution space.
2. Determine the fitness of each individual in the current population.
3. Until a new generation of r individuals is created from the current population,
(a) Use the selection procedure to obtain two “parent” solutions from the 
current population,
(b) Apply crossover to the parents to obtain a “child” solution,
(c) Apply mutation to the child,
(d) Put the child in the new generation.
4. The newly-created generation becomes the current population.
5. If the stopping criteria is not satisfied, then continue from step 2 : otherwise, 
stop.
1.3. D istinguish ing C haracteristics o f the SG A
The simple genetic algorithm can be defined by how it handles key features of 
genetic algorithms, which include:
1. The Selection Method
“Survival of the fittest” refers to the procedure to select those individuals which 
will contribute genetically to the next generation. The SGA bases selection on 
proportional fitness: the probability that an individual will be selected is the 
ratio of its fitness to the aggregate fitness of all individuals in its generation.
For example, suppose we have individuals X\, x 2, x 3, x4, and x 5, with fitnesses 
3, 1, 9, 5, and 7 respectively. The sum of fitnesses is thus 25. The relative
6
fitness of X\ is therefore 3/25 or 0.12, which also represents the probability that 
x x will be selected. Similarly, the highest probability of selection would be 0.36 
for individual x 3, as seen in Table 2 .1 .
. Xx Z2 %3 X4 x 5
fitness of individual 3 1 9 5 7
relative fitness 3/25 1/25 9/25 5/25 7/25
probability of selection 0 .1 2 0.04 0.36 0 .2 0 0.28
Table 2.1: Proportional Fitness Example
Proportional fitness has a drawback when a genetic algorithm is used for opti­
mization: whenever the population is reduced to several types of individuals of 
approximately the same fitness, the bias toward selecting the best-fit individu­
als becomes small. Consequently, the search loses much of the effectiveness of 
a fitness-based approach.
2. Crossover Methods
Crossover refers to the merging of genetic material taken from two individuals 
( “parents”) from one generation to form a new individual ( “child”) for the next 
generation. The SGA also allows cloning as a means of passing genetic infor­
mation from one generation to the next. The crossover rate is the probability 
that crossover will be performed to produce a child, rather than cloning one of 
the parents.
When dealing with binary strings, three crossover methods are prevalent: one- 
point, two-point, and uniform.
(a) One-Point Crossover
7
The simplest way to exchange portions of fixed-length bitstrings is to “cut” 
both strings at the same bit position (the “crossover point”), then create 
the new strings by attaching the first part of each string to the last part of 
the other. For a string with £ bits, the randomly selected crossover point 
falls in the range 1 to £-1 (A crossover point of 0 or £ would indicate a 
cloning).
For example, with the crossover point at position 6 , the strings 
0 1 1 0 0 1  | 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1  parent 1
0 1 0 0 1 0  | 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0  parent 2
produce children
0 1 1 0 0 1  | 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0  child 1
0 1 0 0 1 0  | 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1  child 2
The SGA randomly selects one of the children to add to the next genera­
tion.
(b) Two-Point Crossover
A bitstring in which the first and last bits are assumed to be adjacent
forms a closed loop. In that case, two crossover points must be specified
in each string in order to obtain the components to be exchanged. (One- 
point crossover can be viewed as a special case of two-point crossover in 
which one of the crossover points has been decided already). The crossover 
points are randomly selected in the range 0  to £-1 for an Abit string.
For example, consider crossover points at positions 6  and 15:
011001 | 011000100 | liO l parent 1
0 1 0 0 1 0  | 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1  | 1 0 1 0  parent 2
produce
0 1 1 0 0 1  | 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1  | 1 1 0 1  child 1
8
0 1 0 0 1 0  I 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0  I 1 0 1 0  child 2
Again, the SGA randomly selects one of the children to add to the next 
generation.
(c) Uniform Crossover
Suppose a child is created by selecting each of its bits randomly from one 
parent or the other. In a sense, the number of crossover points and their 
positions are selected at random. This is most easily described in terms of 
“masking”. A mask is a binary string of the same length as the parents: 
A 0 in a position indicates the first parent provides tha t bit value for the 
child, and a 1 indicates the source is the other parent. (If it were necessary 
to produce both children, the mask and its bitwise complement would be 
used.)
For example,
0 1 1  0 1  0  0  1  1 Q parent 1
1 0 1  00 111  Q U O  parent 2
1 1 1  0 0  1 0 0  1 0  1 0 mask
1 0 1  0 1  1 0 1  0  1 1 0 child
(To simplify verification, the strings above are split where the mask changes 
between 1 and 0  — which corresponds to switching between parent strings 
— and the chosen bits are underlined.)
This example could be described as 7-point crossover for a linear string 
or 8 -point crossover for a “looped” string. Conversely, one-point and two- 
point crossover can be considered to be examples of masking, where the 
mask has either all 0’s or all l ’s contiguous, or both. In that representa­
tion, the mask for the one-point crossover example above would be either 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  or its complement 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , and the
9
mask for the two-point crossover would be either 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0  or 
its complement 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 , depending on which child is to be 
created.
It is possible for both parents to have identical bit-patterns in some positions 
of their representations. In that case, the child will be limited to those bits 
in those positions, and cannot represent a significant portion of the possible 
strings. (For an n-bit overlap of the two strings, the child can represent only 
( l / 2 )n of the possible strings.)
For example, the parents
1 0 1 0 0 1  and 0 1 1 1 0 0
can not produce a child with a  bit-pattern like
* * 0 * * *  qj. qj.
because neither parent has a 0 in the 3rd position or a 1 in the 5th position. 
(An * means the bit can be either a 1 or a 0.)
The effect of crossover is to add variation to the search, but only within the 
limits imposed by the parents’ bit patterns.
3. The Mutation Method
Mutation is a random modification in the representation of an individual, and 
occurs without interaction with any other individuals. The mutation rate is the 
probability that a bit will be changed. It is applied to each bit in an individual.
For example, a mutation rate of 0.001 means each bit has a 1 in 1000 chance of 
changing. It can also be interpreted to mean approximately every thousandth 
bit (on average) used in the creation of new individuals will be changed to its 
complement.
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Mutation has the potential to add diversity to the search by modifying a child to 
obtain a bit pattern not achievable solely by crossover (because of the limitations 
imposed by parents’ bit patterns, as described above).
t
2. The Fitness Function and Epistasis
2.1. Fitness and Fitness Functions
The fitness of an individual corresponds to the degree of optimality of the solution 
represented by that individual. The assignment of fitnesses to individuals is done by 
a fitness function. We assume that all fitnesses are non-negative. An example of an 
arbitrary assignment of fitnesses to all individuals represented by 3-bit strings is:
string fitness 
000 2
001 0
010 1
011 3
100 5
101 4
110 1
111 3
Generally, a fitness function is expressed as a rule for calculating the fitness of a 
given bitstring, based on its bit pattern.
An important example of such a rule is the affine fitness function / :  Each of the 
i  bits of string B  is a variable 6j, and the fitness of the string B = b\ b2 . . .  is
/ (B) — Jb =  Co +  Ci &i +  C2 f>2 +  ••• +  ce be
11
Consider an affine fitness function for 3-bit strings, with Co =  3, C\ =  —2, c% =  5, 
and Cz =  0.47. The fitness of string b ^ b z  =  101, for example, is
/ioi =  Co +  c i( l)  -I- 0 2 (0 ) +  0 3 (1 ) =  1.47
and the complete fitness function is
string fitness
0 0 0 3
0 0 1 3.47
0 1 0 8
0 1 1 8.47
1 0 0 1
1 0 1 1.47
1 1 0 6
1 1 1 6.47
The fitness function maps three binary digits to a real number by summing c0 and 
the Ci coeffecients which are associated with the “1 ” bits in the string.
The fitness function can also be represented as a  (column) vector. To do so, 
associate each (unique) bitstring of length I  with a dimension in #t.N, where iV =  2̂  is 
the number of possible bitstrings. (The bitstrings associated with the components of 
the column vector will appear in ascending order of their associated decimal values.) 
Let each bitstring’s fitness value be recorded as the component of the fitness vector 
in that dimension. Thus, the fitness function is represented by a vector of dimension 
N  =  2e with real coeffecients. For the 3-bit affine fitness function above, the 8 - 
dimensional fitness vector is
(3 3.47 8  8.47 5 5.47 10 10.47)T.
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The simplest affine fitness function is the “counting ones” fitness function, in which 
each coeffecient c* =  1 and the additive constant Cq = 0. The “ones” fitness of a 
string equals the number of l ’s in its binary representation.
Affine fitness functions have some useful properties.
1. Complementing bit position i always changes the fitness by Cj, regardless of the 
bits at the other positions.
2. Under crossover, the sum of the fitnesses of the parents equals the sum of 
the fitnesses of the children. (Each bit position’s contribution to fitness is 
independent of the other bit positions in the string. Crossover exchanges bits 
between strings, but does not change their positions in the strings, so their 
contributions are not changed. Therefore, the same values are summed in the 
children as in the parents.)
Affine fitness functions are not adequate to express all fitness schemes. If a fitness 
function is not affine, it is said to be “epistatic” . For example, a fitness function in 
which each individual is assigned a randomly selected fitness value will almost always 
be epistatic.
The term “epistasis” has its origin in genetics, where it refers to an interaction 
between loci in a genetic string. To illustrate how this interaction affects a fitness 
function, consider an epistatic fitness function in which only two of the bit positions 
interact. Then four fitness values will be associated with the four strings which 
differ only in those two bit positions. Let f 00 be the fitness value assigned to the 
string having the 0 0  pattern in those two positions, foi assigned to the string having 
the 01 pattern, f w to the string with 10, and f n  to the string with 11. An affine 
fitness function would also produce four values for those same four strings. But in 
the epistatic case, the fitness change associated with changing the first bit depends 
on what the second bit is: /oo — /io need not equal /oi — /n -  For affine functions,
however, the fitness change would always be the same in both cases. (This is the 
first of the useful properties of affine fitness functions, mentioned above. The second 
property is also lost with epistatic fitness functions.)
o the domain is the N  strings of length £ (each string representing one of the N 
dimensions of the the fitness function vector),
o the range is the set of non-negative real numbers (the fitnesses of the strings, 
or equivalently, the components of the fitness function vector),
o every fitness function is a point in ,
o the space of fitness functions is the non-negative orthant of
The set of affine functions is a linear subspace of (A scalar multiple of a affine 
function is affine, and the sum of affine functions is affine.) Thus the space of affine 
fitness functions is the intersection of the non-negative orthant of R N with the space 
of affine functions.
2.2. T he W alsh Transform
Consider the Walsh Transformation matrix of dimension 2l+l by 2e+l
Consider the space of fitness functions over strings of length I. Let N  = 2e, the 
number of dimensions in the space. For each fitness function
where
W° = (1)
and I  is the bitstring length. (The superscript indicates the dimension.)
L em m a 2 . 1  The Walsh matrix is symmetric (i.e., W  = W T).
P ro o f: (by induction)
B ase  C ase: W°  is trivially symmetric, as is .IT1.
In d u c tio n  H y p o th es is : W £ = ( w 1̂
In d u c tio n  S tep : Clearly, —W £ is symmetric. Then, W 1* 1 = {W £Jrl ĵ is also sym­
metric, because
T
2 "?
( W £ w£ ) f (we) (w£)J
W £ - W £ j  2 \  (w e) T  -  (W £) rj 2 "
W £ W l 
w £ - W e
L em m a 2 . 2  The Walsh matrix is orthogonal (i.e., W TW  = I).
P ro o f: (by induction)
B ase  C ase: {£ =  0 is trivial: (1)(1) =  (1), which is I  in one dimension.) Consider 
£ =  1:
{
(’Wx)TWl = 2~i 1 1
1 - 1
\ /
2 - ?
1 1
1 - 1
\
=  2- i
^ 2  0  ^ 
\ °  2 /
=  I  .
In d u c tio n  H y p o th es is : {W £̂  W £ = I. 
In d u c tio n  S tep :
( W £+1) T W £+1 = (2 “ ^ ) 2
( w£ w£ 
w£ -w £
2_1
2 W eW £ 0
w£ w£ 
w£ -w £
0 2 W £W l
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by the induction hypothesis, since W eW £ = W £ by the symmetry of W.
O
From W TW  = I,  and the definition of inverse (W ~ l W  = W W ~ X =  /) , it is also 
clear W T =  W ~ l . Thus, we have the useful relationship W  =  W T =  W ~ l .
N o ta tio n
Let 1 represent the vector of all ones, (11 . . .  1)T, and 0 represent the vector of 
all zeros, ( 0  0  . . .  0 )r .
Define vector <Tby d =  ^2° 21 . . .  2̂ _1)
Associate vector x  == (x\ x 2 . . .  Xi)T, where Xi G {0,1}, with the number cFd
and with string Sx = x ^ . . .  x 2Xi. For example, (1 1 0)T =  3 =  Oil.
For some matrix A  having r rows and c columns, let Af, denote the (column) 
vector whose r elements are the kih column of A, where k = 0, 1, . . . ,  c — 1.
Lem m a 2.3 W q =  (2- ^  1.
Proof: (by induction)
B ase Case: W° = (1), so W0 =  (1) =  1.
Induction  H ypothesis: Wq =  2̂" 2 j 1.
Induction  Step:
Wnm  =
1  ̂ W l W £ ^
/
1
2 - 2 =  2 - 2
K W £ - W e t
0 '
2-1 (2-1)
1 J
( 2 - ^ )  r
by the induction hypothesis.
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For string length I, define the 2e x £ matrix X*  by
X* = (2 ->)w2i
where j  =  0, 1, . . . ,  I  — 1. For example, with I  =  3,
V
Let X  =  J(11T -  X*). Then, for I  =  3,
+1 + 1 + 1
- 1 + 1 + 1
+1 - 1 + 1
- 1 - 1 + 1
+1 + 1 - 1
- 1 + 1 - 1
+1 - 1 - 1
- 1 - 1 - 1
X
(  0 0 0  
1 0  0 
0  1 0  
1 1 0  
0  0  1 
1 0  1 
0  1 1
V 1 1 1
(2 .1)
Observe that the rows of X  are the vector representations of the consecutive 
integers from 0 to 2e -  1. Note also that X* =  (11T -  2X). X* is the bipolar 
({+1, —1}) form of the unipolar ({0,1}) X: Where X*  has an entry of +1, X  has an 
entry of 0, and where X*  has an entry of —1, X  has an entry of 1.
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Define the fitness vector f e by f e =  (/q f (  . . .  /^ _ i )  where =  f e(x),  and 
where the (optional) superscript indicates the bitstring length. For example,
/ 2
f t
f t
\ f t )
We view the Walsh transform as a change-of-basis transformation. In other words, 
if /  £ then fo is the ith coordinate of /  in the “standard” basis (eo ex • ■ ■ e2<_i), 
whereas /j is the ith coordinate of the same vector in the Walsh basis (Wo W\ ■ ■ • W2<_ i). 
(Wei  =  Wj since W  =  WT.) Note our numbering of the 2̂  basis elements’ subscripts 
begins a t 0  rather than 1 .
A yy /n
Note /  represents W f ,  the fitness vector /  in the Walsh basis. ( /  <— > f ) 
T h e o re m  2.1 / ( f )  is on affine vector of x  =  ( i i  r 2 . . .  xf)T , X{ G {0,1} <=>■
AzzzO'/orMO, ! , ^ , . . . , * - 1
P ro o f  o f => : Let c =  (ci c2 . . .  q ) t .
Then for affine function /
f x = Co + xTc
and
/
Thus,
f i
V /
— CqI +  X c  — Col ■+■ " ( l l 7, — X*)c  — l(co +  c) ~  —X*c .
f  = w f  = wi(c0 + ±TTs) - ± w x ' c . (2 .2 )
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To evaluate the first term, begin with the orthogonality of W, that inner products 
of columns (or rows) equal zero unless the operands are equal, in which case the result 
is 1 . f
1 if i = j  
0  otherwise.
W f W i
In particular,
W f W 0 = ( 2 -* )  (2 "») 1 =  (2 "*) ( 2 - i )  2e = 1 .
Using this and the fact th a t 1 =  (2 2 ) W q  (see Lemma 2.3),
W j  1 =  W f  (2 a) Wo =
So W1 can be rewritten as
( 2 a) if « =  0  
0  otherwise.
W l  =  (2 a)
V u  /
The expression (cq +  \ ^ T^) equals |(2cq +  C\ +  • • • 4 - q ) ,  a constant, so the first
term in Equation 2.2 becomes
/  2 c0 +  ci H h c£ ^
W l ( c „ +  i f c )  =  \  (2 i)
For the second term in Equation 2.2, use X j =  ( 2 2 ) W ^, (Equation 2 .1 ) and the 
orthogonality of W  to obtain
\ w x '  =  \  (2^) Y ‘
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where Y l is a 2l x I  m atrix with entries
Yij  =
1 if * =  2 *
0  otherwise.
Then Y lc =  (0 Ci C2 0 c3 0 0 0 C4 0 .. .)T since only rows 1, 2, 4, 8 , 
have a non-zero entry.
And finally, combining terms, f  = W f  can be written as
^  2 Co +  C\ +  • • • +  Cf_ ^
- C l  
- C 2 
0
- c 3 
0  
0  
0
- c 4
, 7? of Y l
\ /
(2.3)
Because of the structure of Y e, it is clear that fk = 0 for k ^  0, 1 , 2 , 4, . . . ,  2e 1, 
as was to be shown.
P ro o f  o f 4= : Given f l =  ^ / 0 f i  f 2 0 / 4 0 0 0 / 8 0 • • •) , define the constants
c'x, c'2, . . . ,  in terms of th e /o , / 1 , / 2, / 4, . . . ,  f 2t- 1 as follows:
c' =  - 2  (2-5) f 2i
for i =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  £
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Then, by defining c'0 to be
Co =  (2 2)  (/o  +  /1 +  A  +  / H  (- A *-1) =  (2 2) 1T/
it is possible to write /  in terms of the c-’s to obtain
^ 2  eg +  c'i +  • • • +  ^
-c \
0
0
0
V
It is clear from equation 2.3 that this represents the Walsh transformation of the 
linear function f'x =  d0 + x r d  where d  =  (dv  d2, . . .  dt ). In other words, /  =  W f ,  
where f  is a linear function, as was to be shown. o
This theorem indicates that the space of affine functions is the space spanned 
by the following subset of the Walsh basis vectors (corresponding to the non-zero 
components o f /): {Wo, Wi, W2, W4 , . . . ,  Wy}-
Arbitrary Fitness Vector
Consider an arbitrary fitness vector f  = {fo f i  • • • / 2«-i)T> whose components 
(/i) are non-negative numbers.
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Then /  has a natural orthogonal decomposition
/  =  W f
( k  \ ( k ] f °  1 ( 0
h 0 A 0
A
h 0 h 0
h 0 0 h
h = 0 + A + 0
h 0 0 Ah
fo 0 0 h
\  A 4- !  j 1 ° ) v 0  J \ h
Cf +
The /  is decomposed into
a “constant” part: Cf  =  / 0W0 ,
f - i  ^
a “linear” part: C f  =  and
an “epistatic” (non-linear) part: £ f  — f  — Cf  — C f ,  
each of which represents the Walsh transformation of a corresponding decomposition 
on / :
f  =  W f  = WCf  +  W C f  +  W £ f  .
By applying W ~ l to / ,  the decomposition of /  into constant, linear, and epistatic 
components {Cf, Cf ,  and £f)  can be obtained. Thus, f  = Cf + Cf  + £f  can be
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written as 
/
/
\
Co +  r 0 ( o  \
Co +  Cl +  r i Co Cl
c0 +  c2 +  f ’2 Co C2
00 +  01 +  02 +  ^3 = Co Cl +  C2
Co +  c3 +  r4 Co C3
c0 +  Cl +  • • • +  Cf +  r2l - 1 y S. c° i y Cl +  • • ■ +  Q J
+
where
Co =  (2*) 1*7 for Cf , 
d  = — 2 (2 ^) / 2i-i for Cf,
and for Ef,
Tq = fo -  c0, and 
U = f i -  (co + eJCf)  ,
where e, is the unit vector in the i direction.
r 0
ri
r2
r3
ta
(2.4)
(2.5)
( 2 .6 )
(2.7)
2.3. E p is ta s is
A  D efin itio n  for E p istasis
A natural measure for the epistasis of a fitness vector is the proportion of fitness 
attributable to epistasis. We will define the epistasis e of fitness vector /  to be
£f £?- +  £ \  f  f
(2 .8 )
where £ j  represents £ j £ j  and represents
Constant 23
Linear
Figure 2.1: Constant, Linear, and Epistatic Components of the Fitness Function
This definition of epistasis is a logical development from earlier work by Davidor [2] 
and Aizawa [3]. We will present their work using their notations, and indicate the 
correspondence between the terms used in their notations and ours.
Recall th a t our definition of the Walsh m atrix associates a (2- *) factor with 
both W ~ l and W , a symmetry which simplifies theoretical development, whereas the 
“standard” (Paley) definition associates (2~f) only with W ~ l . Due to that difference 
between Walsh definitions, a factor of (2 ~i^ will appear at times when the formulas 
from Davidor and Aizawa are rewritten in our notation.
In his paper on GA-Hardness, Davidor [2] approaches epistasis as a “non-linearity” 
effect. For a linear fitness function, the fitness of any string S  can be found in two 
ways:
1. Obtain it directly from the fitness function: v(S).
  N —l
2 . Obtain it by adding to the “average fitness of all strings” V  =  ^ v ( S i ) ,  the
i=o
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effect Ej(b) which each bit b at each bit position j  has on V.  (The “effect” is the 
(average) fitness deviation (from the average fitness of all strings) attributable 
to  having a particular bit at a particular position in a string.) An I  x 2 table of 
such effects is pre-calculated by finding the average fitness of all strings having 
bit b e  {0,1} at bit position j ,  then subtracting V.  The calculated genic fitness 
A(S)  of string S  is then the average fitness V  plus the sum of the “effects” due 
to each bit at each position in the string: A(S)  =  Y^Ej(b) + V.
For a  non-linear (epistatic) function, however, the fitness values resulting from the 
two methods are not the same, and Davidor defines the quantity epistatic variance 
a 2 based on the difference:
°l = h  £  M S ) - ^(S))2 = 1  £  ( „ ( S ) - £ e , ( & ) + v )
1 5 e{o,i}< sefo.i}* V j'=i J
where N  is the number of strings used in the calculation.
This method produces an epistasis value for the fitness function when applied 
to the solution space (for which N  =  2e), and an estimate of the fitness function’s 
epistasis when applied to a sample (“population”) of N  strings.
Aizawa [3] presents a formalization of genetic algorithms which makes it possible 
to combine the characterization of both the search space and the genetic operators 
within the same framework. One of the basic quantities defined by Aizawa is the total 
variance of the solution space
=  2 " l £ ( F ( x ) - / u ) 2 =  2~L J 2 f (x )2 ~  Ha
x€A xGA
where A  is the solution space, F(x)  is the fitness of string x,  and pA =  2~L T , F ( X) 
is the mean fitness.
Aizawa partitions the search space A  into subspaces. The partitions correspond­
ing to the standard (Cartesian) basis are denoted u\,  w2, . . .  . The function /  is the
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effect on average fitness due to a certain bit pattern — a generalization of Davidor’s 
approach — to allow consideration of multiple bit positions. However, for the stan­
dard (Cartesian) partitioning (Ui), reduces to precisely Davidor’s Ei(b).
In converting from Davidor’s notation to Aizawa’s: N  becomes 2L, V  becomes 
/x_4 , and Ei(b) becomes Thus, Davidor’s definition of epistasis variance
becomes
= 2~L E  ( F (x ) ~ E  f(ui)(x{ui]) ~ /u)
x £A  \  i= l /
in Aizawa’s notation, which Aizawa shows to be
* 2  =  -  E  (<«*-0 2
i= l
where oo2i - 1 is the 2%~lth Walsh function (Paley).
To convert Aizawa’s notation to ours,
1 . u)i becomes /*, and note
E  {u)2i- x)2 = 2~e (Jt + / | + f l  +  . . . + / -̂i) = 2~^£j .
i=1
2 . F(x)  becomes f x, so that E  F ( x f  — Y , f 2 = f 2:=1 f 2, 
since ( W f ) T{ W f )  = { fTW T) (Wf ) .
3. ha = 2~1YjxzaF{x)  becomes
/U = 2"' E  Si =  (2_4) W f  =  (2-*) h  =  (2-*) Cf
i
since W o / =  (2-1 ) E / i -
4. a \  =  2~ef Tf  -  I /o 2.
Considering these developments by Davidor and Aizawa, it would seem logical 
to define the epistasis of a fitness function to be the ratio of epistasis variance a1
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of Davidor [2] to total variance o \  of Aizawa [3]. This is, in fact, equivalent to our 
definition (see Equation 2.8), as shown below:
P rop osition  2.1 ej  is the ratio of epistasis variance of to total variance o \
£/ “  A .
Proof: Combining the definitions of of and o \  to isolate o%
aA =  al  +  E  (w * - 0 2 =  2 - i  Y  F (x ?  ~  A  ■
Thus,
of  +  2~LC)  =  2 ~Lf 2 +  2~LCj .
Comparing with f 2 =  Cj +  +  £ j, we find
a* =  2 -L5) .
From a3i =  of  +  £  (W2*-1 ) 2 we have
=  T lS)  +  T hL)  .
So
£
<3 £)  +  ^
and comparison with Equation 2.8 confirms this is ey, as desired. o
As an example of the calculation of ef,  consider Goldberg’s minimally deceptive 
function over 3 bits (taken from Davidor [2]):
The fitness vector i s /  =  (7 5 5 0 3 0 0  8 )T and
W f  = f  = ~  (28 2 2 8  6  1 2  1 2  - 1 4 ) T .
A.
From /  , we obtain the lengths of the components:
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/o2 = 98.0 (constant)
t i  = 0.5 (linear)
h 2 = 0.5 (linear)
t i  = 8 . 0 (epistatic)
t i  = 4.5 (linear)
f 2 = 18.0 (epistatic)
fs — 18.0 (epistatic)
h 2 = 24.5 (epistatic)
The linear component is 5.5, the epistatic component 68.5.
Reeves and Wright [4] examined epistasis from the perspective of experimental 
design methodology, obtaining precisely the results above, which differ from Davidor‘s 
results by a factor of 2~L (the source of which, in our case, is due to the definition of 
the Walsh transformation matrix, as described above).
C ontrolling Epistasis Levels
It is possible to design a class of fitness vectors which exhibit a spectrum of degrees 
of epistasis.
The most direct way to obtain such a class is to make the fitness contribution at 
each bit position in a string be contingent upon the bit values at k  other positions, 
as well as at that position: the larger the value of k , the higher the epistasis level. 
Under this model, the epistasis level increases by discrete amounts as the number of 
interdependent bit positions increases.
Kaufmann’s NK Fitness Landscape [7] illustrates this method. Here N  represents 
the number of bits comprising an individual, and K  is the number of (adjacent) bits 
contributing to the fitness at each bit position in the individual. The fitness value of 
an individual is the sum of the fitness values of each bit position. When K  =  0 the
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finess function produced is affine, since the fitness contribution at each bit position is 
selected according to the bit value at that position. Each increase in K  adds another 
bit position to the list of interdependent bit positions, producing a  more epistatic 
fitness function.
An alternative method to regulate the level of epistasis in a fitness vector is to ob­
tain the fitness value of each component by combining the fitnesses obtained for th a t
component from a linear fitness vector and an epistatic fitness vector. The a-linear 
scheme accomplishes this by combining the contributing vectors in a proportion con­
trolled by the constant a.
T h e  a -L in ea r  F itn e ss  V ecto r: Given a purely linear fitness vector L  (where 
W L  =  Cl +  £ ), a purely epistatic fitness vector E  (where W E  =  Ce +  £),  and 
constant a  £ [0,1], the a-linear fitness vector V  is defined by
V =  (1  -  a)L  +  (a)E  .
Thus,
W V  = (1 - a ) ( C L + £) + (a)(CE + £)
= ( (1 — a)Ci, +  (a)C# ) +  (1 — a)C  -I- (a)£
= C -f- (1  — a)E  +  (a)£  .
So V in terms of L  and £  is
V =  WC + { 1 -  a)W C  +  {a)W£ . (2.9)
The purely epistatic fitness vector considered here is created in Walsh space. This 
and equation 2.9 taken together suggest a way to convert an arbitrary fitness vector 
/  into an a-linear fitness vector Vfi
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1 . Transform the arbitrary fitness vector /  =  (/o / i  • • • / 2*-i)T t°  Walsh space 
and decompose it to produce /  =  Cf +  Cf  -f £ f  .
2 . Create the a-linear fitness vector:
Vf — Cf +  (1 — oc)JCf +  {oi)8f  .
3. Transform to “standard” space: Vf  =  WVf .  Because W V f  has the po­
tential to produce negative fitness values when epistasis is high, adjust the 
constant term Cf accordingly: When min{(WV^)j} < 0, let V'  =  WVf ,  and let 
Cf  = W  (Cf -  min{(V,)i : i =  0, 1, . . .  2* -  1}).
A n  exam ple: For I  =  2, consider fitness vector /  with arbitrary components 
selected from the interval [0,1]: /  =  (0.54735 0.76116 0.60295 0.83653)T. Then
( A \  I A \
/  =
f  1.37400 ^ 
-0.22369 
-0.06548 
0.00988 j
-  Cf + Cf  + S f  -
1 1.37400 N
0
0
0V
+
0
-0.22369
-0.06548
0
+
0  
0  
0
0.00988
Create the a-linear fitness vector: V f  =  C f  +  (1  — o t ) C f  +  ( a ) £ f ■
Transform back to “standard” space, V f  =  W V f  =  W C f  - f  (1  — a ) W C f  +  ( a ) W £ f ,  
and the a-linear fitness vector is
Vf
The degree of epistasis of the a-linear fitness vector V can be increased by arbi­
trarily small amounts by increasing the real number a  G [0 , 1].
f 0.68700 N ( -0.14459 ^ ( 0.00494 ^
0.68700 0.07910 -0.00494
+  (1  -  a) +  («)
0.68700 -0.07910 -0.00494
 ̂ 0.68700 J v 0.14459 j v 0.00494 j
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The Relationship Between a  and Epistasis
The constant of proportionality (a) can be calculated from the desired level of 
epistasis (e) by using the linear and epistatic Walsh-space vectors (Cf  and £f).
Consider an arbitrary fitness vector /  in Walsh space. Then the a-linear fitness 
vector V f  can be written (with subscripts omitted) as
V = C +  (1  -  a)C +  (a)£ ,
with epistasis
(„)>£*
(1  — a ) 2C 2 +  ( a ) 2£ 2 
Dividing numerator and denominator by (a ) 2£ 2 gives
1
£  =
Inverting yields
and thus
If
then
and
M  »  + 1 .
1 / l  -  a \ 2 C2
a
i y
J £ 2
+ 1
1 — e \  f l  — a \ 2 £ 2
K
a  J  £ 2 
1 - e \  £2
e  )  C 2
1 — a  
a
_ 1 a
Combining the a. terms and simplifying yields
1
a  — —r=-----
VK + 1
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So a , in terms of the known quantities e (the desired epistasis level), ||£ || (the length
A A
of the linear component of / ) ,  and ||£ || (the length of the epistatic component of / ) ,  
is expressed as
1
(2 .10)
or
a (2.11)
l|£|| +  M  •
o
Thus it is possible to convert an arbitrary fitness vector into an a-linear fitness 
vector of specified epistasis.
3. T he Vose Infinite Population M odel (IP M )
A genetic algorithm performs the same series of operations on each generation in 
order to obtain the next generation. The Vose Infinite Population model [1] gives 
an exact probability distribution for the individuals chosen for the next generation. 
If populations are represented appropriately, then the expectation of this probability 
distribution can be shown to be the expected next population of the genetic algo­
rithm. The Vose model gives an exact expression for this expected next generation 
population. This expected next generation population is also the next generation 
population under the simplifying assumption that the population is infinite.
The general principle is to model the initial population as a vector, then apply to 
that vector the operators which perform selection, crossover, and mutation, thereby 
obtaining a vector representation for the next generation.
3.1. N ota tion  and D efinitions
Several key elements of notation are defined in this section.
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Recall the association between the vector b =  (6X b2 . . .  be)T , where bi € {0,1}, 
the integer bTd, where d =  ^2 ° 2 1 . . .  2̂ _1) , and the string Sj, = b( . . .  b2bi. This 
means, for example, the vector ( 0  1 ) , the integer 2 , and the string 1 0  are associated 
with each other.
The domain fi of the SGA is the set of binary strings of length £, and these are 
associated with the integers 0, 1, . . . ,  N  — 1, where N  = 2e. Associate the vector 1 
with the integer n  — 1, which when written as a string is all l ’s. Associate the vector 
0  with the integer 0 , which when written as a string is all 0 ’s.
The k th column of the n  x n  identity m atrix is denoted ek. Thus the ek are the 
standard basis vectors for 9 ^ .
For x, y  £ Q, x © y denotes the bitwise exclusive-OR of x  and y, x ® y  denotes the 
bitwise AND of x  and y, and x  denotes the bitwise complement of x.  Note x  =  1 ®z.
For predicate expression expr, [expr] has value 1 if expr is TRUE, and 0 otherwise.
Let Sij represent [i =  j], and define ak to be the n x n  permutation matrix whose 
i j th entry is 5i@kj .  Note (akx)i = x i&k. Thus, for example, the 4 x 4  permutation 
m atrix for k =  2  is
0 0 1 0  
0 0 0 1 
1 0  0 0 
0 1 0  0
3.2. P opulation  V ector
Rather than maintain a population of strings, a population can be represented 
as a vector x } where the itfl component Xi is the proportion of the total population 
represented by the string associated with the integer i.
By representing a population as a vector having non-negative real components 
whose sum is 1 , a population vector is also a point in the positive orthant of J?71.
For example, in population {00,01,11,01,01,00,01,01}, string 00 occurs 2 times,
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01 5 times, and so on. The population size is 8 , and the population vector is
1  =  ( J  !  i  i ) T =  ( ' 2 5 0 , 6 2 5  '00° ' 125)T •
Note that information regarding the size of the population is lost in this represen­
tation, making it is appropriate for finite or infinite populations.
The domain (set of all populations) of the IPM is the unit simplex
A =  {(ar0 . . .  f  : x Tl  =  1, Xj > 0} . (2.12)
Thus, the vectors e* are the vertices of A and correspond to populations composed 
entirely of the one particular string associated with the integer k.
Note that X{ represents the fraction of string i in the population, which is also the 
probability of occurrence of the string in that population. Thus, a population vector 
can also be regarded as a real-valued probability vector.
P roportional Selection (IF)
The proportional selection process bases the probability of selection of any par­
ticular string on the fraction of the aggregate fitness of the population which that 
string’s fitness represents.
We can perform (proportional) selection on a population represented in vector 
format. Let Cj represent the number of strings associated with integer i, and r rep­
resent the population size. From the definition of x, Xi = f  or q  =  rxi. Let /,• 
represent the fitness of string i. Then the fitness due to all strings of type i is rfiXi , 
total fitness is X) rxifc =  r f ^ x ,  and the proportional fitness of string i, which is also 
the probability of selecting string i, is given by
rxjfj  _  Uxj_ _  { F x ) i 
r f Tx f Tx f Tx
where F  is the n x n diagonal matrix (obtained from / )  with entries =  5 ^  fa.
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Record the proportional fitness of each string i in vector / ,  as was done for the 
population vector: /  =  ( f o  f i  f n - i ) T ■ Then proportional selection applied to 
population x  produces the population
( ® o / o  * l / l  • • •  F x  F x
«/ IUC) —+ ir In 1 n"1 —* ~  _______
 ̂ '  f T $  f T $  \ T F $
The F{x)  is a probability vector.
As an example, consider the population x = ( |  |  |  | )  , and the “ones” fitness 
vector /  =  ( O i l  2)r . The probability of selecting string % from population x  
under proportional selection is the ith component of the population vector
T ( ^ )  =  ( / o ^ o  / i g i  h x % h x z ) T
(foXQ +  f l % l  +  / 2 ^ 2  +  f z ^ z )
(Q 0 .625 .250)r  
(0 +  0 +  .625 +  .250)t
Crossover
Consider the effect of crossover on the population. The proportion of string k 
in the new population is based on an accumulation of all possible ways string k is 
produced by a crossover between string i and string j , taking into consideration the
probability of selecting string i and string j ,  as well as the probability (which is
affected by the crossover method) that they produce string k.
Typically, crossover does not occur in every instance, but at some specified rate 
C. In the absence of crossover, a child is produced by selecting and cloning one of the 
parents.
Let k € Cl represent a crossover mask which when applied to parents i and j  
produces children (i ® k) © (j  <S> k ) and ( j ® k ) ® ( i ® k ) ,  one of which is selected (with 
equal probability) and retained. Let denote the probability that k is selected to
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X,: =
be the mask.
We refer to vector X £ fl as a crossover (probability) distribution. Such a crossover 
distribution is determined by the method of crossover: One-point crossover occurring 
at rate C corresponds to the crossover distribution
f
1 - C  if i = 0  ,
X,: =  C/(£ -  1) if Bp e  (0 ,1) such that i =  2* -  1 ,
0  otherwise .
Uniform crossover at rate C  is given by
1 -  C +  C 2 ~ l  if i =  0 ,
C2~e if i >  0 .V
M utation
Mutation can be handled in a manner similar to crossover: The probability that 
the child string mutates to become a specific string is the product of the probabilities 
tha t each bit of the child string is mutated or not, as is appropriate to obtain the 
desired string.
For example, let 7Z represent the (bitwise) mutation rate — the probability that a 
bit flips (changes to its complement). Then the probability that string 1010 mutates 
to string 0011, expressed in terms of the probability that a bit will flip (7£) or will
not flip ( i  -  7^), is (7i){i  -  n ) ( i  -  n){n), or (n)2( i  -  7^)2.
/The vector p  £ Q, is called the mutation (probability) distribution. Such a mutation 
distribution is determined by the method of mutation: Bitwise m utation at rate 7Z 
corresponds to the mutation distribution
Pi = 7lITi(l -
where 1Ti yields the number of l ’s in string i of length £, and £ — l Ti therefore yields 
the number of 0 ’s.
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M ixing (M )
Crossover and m utation operate simultaneously on a population in the IPM, by 
means of a process given the name mixing and represented by the function M .
M  can be calculated in terms of the n x  n mixing m atrix M, defined as follows: 
Element M\j of M  represents the probability tha t crossover and mutation applied to 
individuals i and j  will produce 0, the “zeros” vector (0. . .  0)r . Thus, aFMx  is the 
probability th a t crossover and mutation applied to population x  produces 0. And, 
equivalently, it is the fraction of the population (which resulted from crossover and 
mutation applied to population x) which is represented by the individual comprised 
of all zeros.
Represent the probability that parent i mutates to string i@u as Then Vose [1] 
showed
—~ ((*  ®  u) ®  k) ©  (O ' ©  v) ®  A:) =  0  .
u,v,k£fl
The mixing function M  = (Mo M \  . . .  A ^ - i )  applied to population x, has 
components
M i ( x )  ~  5?ctiMoiX = e j M ( x )  = x ux vMu<siiVei
■Ujwen
Vose [1] showed th a t M k( x)  represents the probability of occurrence of string k in 
the population obtained from population x  by means of crossover and mutation.
T he IPM  Iteration  Function Q
The IPM is represented by the function
Q(x) = M  (?($))
where Q(x) is the new population resulting from one iteration of the genetic algorithm 
on population x.
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4. Trajectory, F ixed Points, Stability, C onvergence
4.1. Trajectory
As mentioned above, an infinite population can be represented as a point in the 
unit simplex A (see Equation 2 .1 2 ), which is in the positive orthant of n-space, (97+)n.
Let Xi =  Gt{xo), where i = 1 , 2 , . . .  , and x$ is the initial population. Then a 
sequence of consecutively-generated Xi s defines a trajectory in (5R+)n.
4.2. F ixed  Points
A fixed point of G is a population y such tha t y =  G(y).
4.3. S tab ility
A point x  in the unit simplex A (see Equation 2.12) is a stable fixed point of G if 
for every neighborhood U about x  there exists a neighborhood V  such th a t for each
q € V  the trajectory q, Gl {q), G2(q), ■■ ■ lies in U.
A stable fixed point x  is asymptotically stable if all trajectories beginning in some 
neighborhood of x  converge to x.
D ifferential o f G
From Vose [1]:
o The differential of M  a t x  is the unique linear transformation d M g  satisfying
M { x +  y) -  ( M ( x ) + d M £ y)
m i l  •
<?-» o IMI
o The twist of an n x n  matrix A, denoted A*, is the m atrix with entries A*^ — A ^ j j .
o The differential of M  at x  € A is dMg  =  2  ouM*aux.
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o The ‘differential of Q a t x  € A
(calculated from the chain rule: dQ$ = d M o  dT$) is
d M s F P  , where P  — I  — x-
Spectral R adius o f dQ$
The spectrum of a square m atrix A  is the set of eigenvalues (A’s) satisfying 
Av  =  An, where v represents an eigenvector.
From Vose and Wright [5]:
o The spectrum of dQ at vertex is
spec {dGek) =
o The spectral radius (the maximum modulus of the eigenvalues) of dQ is
p{dQek) =  max{|A| : A G spec(dQek)} .
o A standard result of dynamical system theory (Belitskii and Lyubich [6 ]) is 
that for a fixed point x  of Q: If p(dQ$) < 1 , then x  is asymptotically stable; 
If p{dQs) > 1, then x  is unstable.
Thus, a point x  € A is a stable fixed point of Q when
4.4. Convergence
The term convergence has been used imprecisely to describe genetic algorithm 
behavior, since a genetic algorithm allowing mutation does not converge in the sense 
intended by the term.
p(dS i) <  1 • (2.13)
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A finite-population genetic algorithm with a non-zero m utation rate will go from 
one population to another in a stochastic manner. When the general composition of 
the populations remains mostly similar over many generations, some people might 
accept this situation as convergence.
On the other hand, a genetic algorithm with crossover but no m utation can ap­
proach a state where nothing changes from generation to generation. As the similarity 
of population members increases, crossover will tend to preserve the similarities. If a 
population is composed entirely of one type of individual, there is no way crossover 
and selection acting alone will be able to alter it. (For the IPM, such a population is 
a vertex of the simplex.)
For this thesis (where the mutation rate is zero), the IPM is said to converge if its 
trajectory from population x  goes to some fixed point eg in the simplex. c$ is called 
the convergent population.
When applied to the (finite population) SGA having mutation rate zero, con­
vergence means that all members of population x  are identical, and x  is called the 
convergent population.
Chapter 3 
O bjectives
As genetic algorithm optimization algorithms, the finite population model (SGA) and 
the infinite population model (IPM) operate differently, the SGA being stochastic, 
the IPM deterministic.
Vose [1] presents the following theorem regarding the behavior of the SGA and 
IPM:
Given k > 0, e > 0, and 0 < 7  <  1, there exists an integer N  such that with 
probability at least 7  and for all 0  <  t  < k
r > N  = >  H^Oe) — Gt(x)\\ < e
In other words, GIVEN  a bound k on the number of generations, a bound e on the 
separation of the SGA (r) and IPM (Q) a t generation t (where t < k), and a lower 
bound 7  on probability, THERE E X ISTS  a lower bound on population size (N ) such 
that when population r  exceeds bound Ar, then with a probability of at least 7  the 
divergence of the SGA and IPM populations will be less than the specified amount e 
for k generations.
Therefore, one objective of this thesis is to examine the question: At what popu­
lation size does the fixed-point structure of the IPM become an effective predictor of
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the behavior of the SGA?
Examining all aspects of behavior for the two algorithms is not feasible. Therefore, 
. this thesis is limited to examining aspects of convergence behavior, and to tha t end 
will not use mutation. This “zero mutation” choice has the added benefit of providing 
a simple specification for the stopping criteria for the SGA: When all individuals in 
the population are identical, stop. In all comparisons, the initial population and the 
fitness vector are the same for the SGA and the IPM.
Areas of comparison for convergence behavior include:
1. How often does the SGA converge to a stable fixed point of the IPM? The fol­
lowing quotation from Vose [1] indicates the behavior of the IPM with regard 
to fixed points: “The expected behavior of all nearby populations is to converge 
towards a stable fixed point. Fixed points with this property are called attrac­
tors. A natural hypothesis is that attractors indicate locations within A where 
the SGA is predisposed to be near.” (Vose [1 ])
Thus, we take one point of comparison to be whether the SGA follows the IPM 
behavior with regard to stable fixed points.
Convergence to an almost-stable fixed point may be of interest also, because 
it allows for the possibility that the fitnesses generated for two points are very 
nearly equal, and provides a meaningful measure for taking such cases into 
account when fitnesses are near-optimal.
2. How close to each other are the fitnesses of the convergent IPM and SGA 
populations? How close are they to optimal?
3. Do the IPM and SGA converge to the same population? This is perhaps the 
purest measure of the IPM as a predictor of SGA behavior. When not the same
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population, the magnitude of the separation between them (and of each from 
the optimum) may be of interest.
The epistasis of the fitness vector is not directly addressed in these questions, but 
we expect it will have an influence on the behavior of the two genetic algorithms. 
Thus, another objective is to answer the following questions concerning the effects of 
epistasis:
1. Will an increase in epistasis make it more difficult for the genetic algorithms 
to find the optimum? Two measures of “difficulty” to examine are: frequency 
of convergence to the optimum, and number of generations required in order to 
obtain convergence.
2. Will one of the genetic algorithms be affected more than the other by increasing 
epistasis? Two points of comparison for this question are: convergence to the 
same fitness, and convergence to the same population.
3. Is there a level of epistasis beyond which further increases in epistasis produce < 
little changes in convergence behavior? Are there ranges of epistasis in which 
behavior remains essentially constant?
4. How does the distribution of fitnesses among strings at various hamming dis­
tances from the optimum string change in the cr-linear fitness vector as epistasis 
increases? For a linear fitness vector (a  =  0), individuals of high fitness gen­
erally tend to be near the optimum in hamming distance. Increasing epistasis 
(and hence a) can redistribute the relative fitnesses of individuals, perhaps 
raising the fitnesses of distant individuals above the new levels for the nearer 
individuals. (This is of interest because it introduces the potential to skew con­
vergence behavior away from the optimum, as well as to change the optimum 
to a different string.)
C hapter 4
M ethodology
1. D esign
Our basic method for data acquisition is to perform an experiment: Run the IPM 
and SGA to convergence (no mutation), where both start from the same initial popu­
lation and use the same fitness vector. The parameters to be varied from experiment 
to experiment are string length, population size, and epistasis.
R ather than use existing genetic algorithm programs, which introduces the logis­
tics problem of coordinating the input data (initial population, fitness vector, exper­
iment parameters) for two programs and the two sets of raw data files produced by
those programs, we decided to write a program which accepts input parameters and
runs the experiments, saving the raw data from each experiment as a unit.
1.1. T h e G eneral A lgorithm
One execution of this algorithm constitutes one experiment.
(1 ) Set the parameters for the current experiment.
(2) Create a random SGA population, then an IPM population from it.
(3) Create a fitness function vector with a given epistasis.
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(4) Run the IPM to convergence, or for the maximum number of generations.
(5) If the IPM does not converge
(6 ) then return to (3),
(7) otherwise
(8 ) run the SGA to convergence to a uniform population P ,
(9) calculate the stability of P ,
(1 0 ) save the results of this experiment, and
(1 1 ) if more parameter sets exist
(1 2 ) then return to (1 ),
(13) otherwise STOP.
2. Im plem entation D etails
The general algorithm is repeated for each set of input parameters, with multiple 
runs for the same parameter set being controlled by one of the parameters. Some 
aspects of the algorithm are elaborated below.
2.1. R andom  N um ber Generator
Of fundamental importance in our program is the creation of random numbers. 
We used the random number generator from Communications of the ACM  [8 ] (giving 
it the name ACM_rand) to create a 32-bit random number by concatenating the 16 
most significant bits of two random numbers generated by ACM_rand. This operation 
was called U LJtand.
In order to create an individual, the first t  bits from the UL_rand number were 
selected.
For fitness values, a UL_Rand number was converted to a decimal value in the 
range [0,1). This operation was called D_Rand.
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2.2. Parameters Fixed For All Experiments
In this thesis, some GA parameter values are fixed for all experiments:
o The crossover rate is set at 0.6, which falls within the generally accepted range 
for effective performance. This means that for 40% of the pairs selected at ran­
dom for crossover, one member (chosen at random) is instead inserted directly 
into the next generation.
o Mutation rate is set to zero (and the mutation portion of the program is not 
implemented) so that the SGA can run to full convergence. (Mutation could 
disrupt the population in which all individuals in the population are identical.)
o IPM convergence tolerance is 0.00001. This implies that the IPM population 
vector x will be considered fully converged when ||£ — e*,|| < (0 .0 0 0 0 1 ) \ / 2  for 
some vertex e*, (vertex: see below Equation 2.12).
o One-point crossover is used exclusively in this thesis.
o The maximum number of generations allowed for the IPM to converge is set at 
2 0 0 0  generations.
o The maximum number of SGA generations is set high enough (2000 generations) 
that it will never be reached for parameter settings within the ranges used in 
this thesis.
o The number of experiments to run for each particular (£, r, e) parameter setting 
is 50.
2.3. Parameters Which Vary Between Experiments
The parameters to be varied between experiments in order to produce data sets 
for analysis are binary string length (£), population size (r), and degree of epistasis
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(,e).
Also, by varying the starting seed for the random number generator, multiple data 
sets for an experiment can be obtained.
2.4. Fast W alsh Transform
Vose and Wright [9] point out the complexity of mixing is 0 (n 3) in standard space 
and 0 (n 2) in Walsh space. Also, selection is O(n) in standard space and 0 (n 2) in 
Walsh space. For reasons of efficiency, then, we use the Walsh space implementation 
of the IPM, and use the Fast Walsh Transform to convert the initial population 
vector and fitness vector to the Walsh basis. (The cummulative effect of round-off 
error attributable to the Fast Walsh Transform makes it unreasonable to repeatedly 
convert the population vector between standard space for selection and Walsh space 
for mixing.)
The Fast Walsh Transform is also used to convert the Walsh basis population to 
standard basis in order to check for convergence.
(It was also used when converting the population and fitness vectors to standard 
space as part of the verification of implementation correctness.)
2.5. C reation of Initial Populations
A comparison of SGA and IPM behaviors clearly must begin with the use of a 
common starting point: the initial population. Since the SGA and IPM use different 
representations for populations, we create an initial population in SGA format, then 
use it to create another population in the IPM format.
A m atter of concern, especially for smaller populations, is that a particular bit 
position may have the same value for all members of the population. If that occurs, 
the search space accessible from the initial population will contain the optimally fit
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string only half the time, on average. If two bits of the convergence population are 
predetermined by the initial population, the optimum string is only accessible a fourth 
of the tim e/and so on.
To avoid this sort of influence on the convergence behavior by the initial popula­
tion, an initial population is not accepted unless every bit is represented at every bit 
position somewhere in the population.
2.6. C reation o f a F itness Function V ector
To make an a-linear fitness vector,
1. Generate random fitness vector /  using UL_Rand: / ,  £ [0,1) for % — 0 , . . . ,  2e — 1.
2. Transform /  to Walsh space and separate it into linear and epistatic vectors.
3. Calculate the proportionality constant a.
4. Create the a-linear fitness vector / ,  keeping the same Cy, and make a duplicate 
fitness vector from the result.
5. Transform the duplicate to standard space. If any negative values appear in 
the vector, increase Cf in /  to offset the most negative one. (It should be noted 
that negative fitnesses seem to occur in vectors created in this fashion only if 
a  =  1.)
6 . To avoid tiny negative terms like -1.09e-16 (which are essentially zero, and are 
likely due to truncation errors occurring during the Fast Walsh Transform), add 
1.0e-12 to Cj .  (This small quantity is essentially zero, and will not affect the 
epistasis anyway.)
7. transform /  to standard space.
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2.7. T h e IP M
The IPM is considerably slower than the SGA (due to m atrix multiplications), and 
may require many more generations to converge when using one fitness function than 
when using another. To enable the experiments to run in reasonable time, a limit 
is imposed on the number of generations allowed in order to achieve to convergence: 
If the IPM doesn’t converge within 2000 generations, the original population is re­
loaded, a  different fitness vector is generated, and the IPM is re-started.
2.8. T h e SG A
The SGA must be run to convergence. The maximum generation number for 
the SGA (one of the parameters which can be varied) was set at 2000. (The actual 
number of generations required for convergence under the parameter sets used in this 
thesis seldom exceeded 500, and never reached 1500.)
2.9. S tab ility  C alculation
The stability of the convergent population of the SGA (expressed in IPM popu­
lation format) is calculated from Equation 2.13.
3. V erification of Correctness
It is difficult to verify a stochastic algorithm, since the answer is not deterministic. 
Also, small errors can be lost in the “noise” of the algorithm.
We are reasonably confident of the correctness of the operation of our computer 
program, having taken the following steps to uncover errors:
o Used a profiler to locate memory leaks.
o Implemented Fast Walsh Transformation on spreadsheet, and compared with
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program results.
o Traced the stability calculation on a hand-calculator.
o Used a spreadsheet to compare the (desired) epistasis e used in the calculation of 
the proportionality constant a  with the (calculated) epistasis £f of the a-linear 
fitness vector /  produced from a.
o Analyzed a script of an SGA run in which all changes to variables were recorded, 
to verify that the SGA operated as specified.
o Compared with generation 3 of an exact Markov Chain model, using bit-string 
length 3 and population size 3 (initial population: 001, Oil,  and 110).
4. Experim ents
As mentioned above, one experiment means one execution of the general algorithm. 
with a  particular (£, r, e) parameter set. Guidelines used for the ranges of string length 
£, population size r, epistasis e, and the number of repetitions of the experiment are:
o String length is restricted to i  =  4, 6 , 8 . The program allows 3 < £ < 9 for 
an experiment. For £ > 9, only the SGA algorithm is executed.
o The choice of population sizes is based on string length I  in 3 ways:
1. constant population size: n  = k W. We chose k values (and hence r 
values) of 16, 32, 64, and 128.
2 . population size proportional to the square root of the size of the search 
space: rt = k We chose k = 2, so r4 =  8 , r 6 =  16, and r 8 =  32.
3. population size proportional to string length: n  =  k£. We chose k = 2, 4: 
thus, r 4 =  8 , 16; r 6 =  12, 24; r 8 =  16, 32. In addition, r 8 =  512 was 
chosen, to provide a large population for the longest string.
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o Epistasis e varies between 0 (the fitness vector is a linear function of bit-positions 
in a string) and 1 (a fitness vector with no linearity) in increments of pro­
ducing 1 0  levels of epistasis for analysis.
o The number of experiments per (£, r , e) parameter set was 50.
G en etic  A lgorithm  Experim ents
Experiments were grouped by string length, then sub-grouped by population size: 
Experiment Group £ = 4 has subgroups r  =  8 , 16, 32, 64, 128 
Experiment Group £ = 6  has subgroups r =  1 2 , 16, 24, 32, 64, 128 
Experiment Group £ = 8  has subgroups r  =  16, 32, 64, 128, 512 
W ithin each subgroup 50 experiments were performed for each epistasis setting 
(i.e., for each (£, r , e) set).
F itn ess Function Experim ent
The same a-linear fitness vector is used to produce fitness vectors for which epista­
sis increases from linear (a  =  0 ) to epistatic (a = 1 ) by varying epistasis in increments 
of §.
The effect of increasing epistasis can be observed visually in a series of scatterplots 
of fitness (as a proportion of optimum fitness) vs hamming distance to the optimally 
fit string, and numerically as the correlation between fitness and hamming distance.
Chapter 5
R esults
The raw data for each (£, r , e) setting was averaged over the 50 runs of that subgroup, 
producing average data for the three experimental groups. Ten sets of such data 
were averaged to produce the information presented in the charts which deal with 
conversion behavior (figures 5.1 to 5.46).
D ata for the charts dealing with the composition of the fitness vector (figures 5.51 
and 5.52) was obtained by setting the a  value of an a-linear fitness vector to create 
each desired epistasis level, then saving each fitness vector so produced. The linear 
fitness vector and epistatic fitness vector used to generate all the data were obtained 
from the decomposition of a random fitness vector into its linear (£) and epistatic 
(£) components.
1. Charts
1. The frequency with which the SGA converges to a stable fixed point.
The proportion of SGA convergent populations which correspond to stable fixed 
points of the IPM (i.e., calculated stability is less than 1.0) is plotted against 
epistasis, for each population size. It is clear tha t the proportion that converge
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to stable fixed points increases with population size. There is also a general 
trend for the smaller population sizes to show an increase in convergence to 
stable fixed points as epistasis increases. Note the opposite trend, however, for 
the largest population size, particularly for £ — 8 .
Figures 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 show SGA convergence to stable fixed points by string 
length £, using the three methods for dealing with population size as a function 
of I  (as mentioned in the section “Experiments” in Chapter 4): in Figure 5.4, 
population size is constant for all £\ in Figure 5.5, population size is proportional 
to the square root of the size of the search space; in Figure 5.6, population size 
is proportional to string length. (These three forms of comparison are used 
when the information is presented by string length rather than by population 
size.)
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Figure 5.1: SGA converges to Stable Fixed Point, £ = 4
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Figure 5.2: SGA converges to  S tab le F ixed  Point, £ =  6
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Figure 5.3: SG A  converges to  Stable F ixed Point, I =  8
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Figure 5.4: SGA converges to  Stable F ixed  Point, re — 128
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Figure 5.5: SG A converges to  Stable F ixed  Point, re =  8\/2*
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Figure 5.6: SG A  converges to Stable F ixed  P o in t, =  41
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2 . The frequency with which the SGA converges to an almost-stable fixed point.
Here we plot the proportion of SGA convergent populations having stability less 
than 1.1 against epistasis, for each population size. As expected, the overall 
effect is to shift the results of Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 toward higher rates 
of occurrence. There is also some “flattening” of the rate of convergence to 
(almost) stable fixed points at the higher epistasis levels.
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Figure 5.7: SG A  converges to A lm ost-Stab le F ixed P oint, I =  4
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Figure 5.8: SG A converges to A lm ost-Stab le  F ixed  Point, £ =  6
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Figure 5.9: SG A converges to  A lm ost-Stab le F ixed Point, I =  8
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Figure 5.10: SGA converges to A lm ost-Stable F ixed  Point, r* =  128
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Figure 5.12: SG A  converges to  A lm ost-Stable Fixed Point, =  41
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3. The frequency with which the IPM and SGA converge to populations having 
' the same fitnesses.
Considering the small fitness spaces used (the largest, t  =  8 , requires 256 fit­
nesses), converging to the same fitness is essentially equivalent to converging 
to the same population string (a case which is presented later). Therefore, if 
the fitnesses of the convergent SGA and IPM populations differ by less than 
0 .1  (the fitness tolerance), they are considered to be the same fitness for the 
purposes of the next three charts.
Population size is a rough indicator of the rate of convergence to populations of 
similar fitness (larger population, greater likelihood), while epistasis is not — 
except at full epistasis, where the rate of convergence generally drops markedly. 
Compare these charts to those depicting convergence to the same string (Fig­
ures 5.22, 5.23, and 5.24), to see the effects of the 0.1 fitness tolerance.
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Figure 5.13: IPM  and SG A  converge to  populations having the sam e fitness, t  =  4
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Figure 5.14: IPM  and SG A  converge to populations having the sam e fitness, i
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Figure 5.15: IPM and SGA converge to  populations having the sam e fitness, £
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Figure 5.16: IPM  and SG A  converge to populations having the same fitness, rg
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Figure 5.17: IPM  and SGA converge to  populations having the sam e fitness, re =
70
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Figure 5.18: IPM  and SG A  converge to  populations having the sam e fitness, Ti — 4£
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4. A count of convergence to the optimum (500 experiments)
These charts represent the number of times the SGA and IPM converge to the 
optimum, without regard to epistasis. The data presented is the average of the 
results of 10 runs of each subgroup, in which 50 runs at each of the 10 epistasis 
settings were performed. (The results of the ten epistasis levels were grouped 
together in each subgroup.)
The initial population of the Infinite Population Model is based on a finite 
population of given size. This is the reason for the observed dependency of the 
results for the IPM on the population size.
The IPM results increase gradually with population size, appearing to approach 
some limiting value, which tends to decrease as I  increases. The SGA results 
s tart considerably lower for small populations, and increase more dramatically 
with population size. For a constant population size, an increase in I  reduces 
the rate of convergence to the optimum.
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Figure 5.20: Convergence to O ptim um  vs Population Size, I =
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Figure 5.21: Convergence to  O ptim um  vs P opu lation  Size, I =
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5. The frequency with which the IPM and SGA converge to the same string.
This would seem to be the purest measure of the IPM as a predictor of SGA 
behavior. Convergence to the same string occurs more frequently with larger 
populations, but generally decreases with increasing epistasis. For the smaller 
populations, increasing epistasis doesn’t seem to have a great effect. For the 
same population size, as string length increases, frequency of convergence to the 
same string goes down noticeably.
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Figure 5.22: IPM  and SG A  converge to  identical populations, I =  4
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Figure 5.23: IPM  and SG A  converge to identical popu lations, I =  6
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Figure 5.24: IPM  and SG A converge to  identical populations, i  =  8
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Figure 5.25: IPM  and SG A  converge to identical populations, re =  128
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Figure 5.26: IPM  and SG A converge to  identical p opu lation s, r* =  8 \ / 2 ^
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Figure 5.27: IPM  and SG A  converge to  identical populations, Ti =  41
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6 . The count of IPM convergence populations falling in each level of hamming 
distance to optimum.
These charts are based on the number of experiments in a  subgroup (250 for 
I  =  4 and i  — 8 , and 300 for t  =  6 ) at each epistasis level. As epistasis 
increases, we note two trends (which become more pronounced as I  increases): 
convergence to the optimum decreases, and convergence to populations near 
the optimum (hamming distance 1 ) is rare. Note also how convergence to 
populations of hamming distance 2  from the optimum becomes less frequent at 
higher epistasis levels, falling below the level of occurrence of populations at 
hamming distances of 3, 4, and even 5, for 1 = 8 .
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Figure 5.28: Hamming Distance to Optimum String: IPM (250 experiments), i  = 4
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Figure 5.29: Hamming Distance to Optimum String: IPM (300 experiments),
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Figure 5.30: Hamming Distance to Optimum String: IPM (250 experiments), I
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Figure 5.31: H am m ing D istance to O ptim um  String: IPM , £ =  4, 6 , 8
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7. The frequency of occurrence of zero hamming distance to optimum, for each 
population size.
These charts present only zero hamming distance data. For the larger popu­
lation sizes, the SGA converges to the optimum less frequently, in a manner 
similar to the IPM results. The smaller populations seem to be remain un­
changed as epistasis increases.
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Figure 5.32: SG A Zero H am m ing D istan ce to  O ptim um  (by Population Size), I =  4
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Figure 5.33: SG A  Zero H am m ing D istance to  Optimum (by Population Size), I =  6
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Figure 5.34: SG A Zero Ham m ing D istance to  O ptim um  (by P opulation  S ize), I =  8
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Figure 5.35: SGA Zero H am m ing D istan ce to  O ptim um  (by String Length), rt =  128
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F igure 5.36: SG A Zero H am m ing D istance to O ptim um  (by String L ength), 77 =  8\Z2*
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Figure 5.37: SGA Zero H am m ing D istance to  O ptim um  (by String Length),
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8 . The average number of SGA generations to convergence, as a function of epis­
tasis.
The number of generations required to obtain convergence for the SGA gen­
erally decreases for the larger populations as epistasis increases. The smaller 
populations appear to be indifferent to epistasis levels.
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Figure 5.38: SG A  G enerations to  Convergence vs Epistasis, I =  4
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Figure 5.39: SGA Generations to Convergence vs E p istasis, I — 6
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Figure 5.40: SG A G enerations to Convergence vs Epistasis, t  — 8
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Figure 5.41: SG A  G enerations to  Convergence vs E pistasis, rg_ =  128
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Figure 5.42: SGA G enerations to  Convergence vs E pistasis, rt =  8 \ ^
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Figure 5.43: SG A  G enerations to  Convergence vs Epistasis, 77 =  41
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9. The average number of IPM generations to convergence, as a function of epis­
tasis.
Although the scale is different for different I  values, there is a striking similarity 
in the shapes of the graphs: a rapid decrease in number of generations when 
epistasis is introduced, followed by a slight decrease across the intermediate 
levels of epistasis, then a very rapid drop as total epistasis is reached.
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Figure 5.44: IPM  G enerations to Convergence vs E pistasis, I — 4
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Figure 5.45: IPM  G enerations to  Convergence vs Epistasis, i  =  6
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Figure 5.46: IPM  G enerations to Convergence vs E pistasis, I =  8
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Figure 5.47: IPM G enerations to Convergence vs E p istasis, =  128
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Figure 5.48: IPM  G enerations to  Convergence vs Epistasis, rt =  8V2^
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Figure 5.49: IPM  G enerations to Convergence vs Epistasis, =  M
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10. Scatterplots depicting the distribution of fitnesses (as a fraction of the optimum 
fitness) vs hamming distance from the optimum string.
To generate the data for the scatterplots below, a random fitness vector was 
decomposed (in Walsh space) into its linear (£) and epistatic (£) components, 
which were used to create a-linear fitness vectors of given epistasis by calculating 
and applying the appropriate a  values.
The ratio of each string’s fitness to the optimum fitness is plotted against the 
hamming distance to that string from the optimum string. Because we use the 
same generating pair (i.e., the purely linear and purely epistatic fitness vectors 
in Walsh space) to obtain the fitness vectors for the various epistasis levels, 
the overall change in correlation of the data is cleanly illustrated as epistasis is 
increased.
The charts are arranged by £ value (columns) and epistasis (rows). The first 
(linear) row shows a high correlation, which becomes progressively smaller as 
epistasis increases, until the coefficient of correlation is essentially zero at the 
last (purely epistatic) row.
Axis labels and titles were left off'the charts, to leave more room for the data to 
be displayed. The sample chart below indicates the axis labels and the location 
of the coefficient of correlation for the data in that chart.
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Figure 5.50: Sam ple Scatterplot
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Figure 5.51: Fitness vs Hamming Distance to Optimum (Epistasis § -  f )
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Figure 5.52: Fitness vs Hamming Distance to Optimum (Epistasis |  -  | )
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2. O bservations
Several general statements can be made about the charts.
2.1. IP M  as Predictor
The value of the IPM as a predictor of SGA convergence behavior is summarized 
in the following ways:
Increasing £:
1 . Compare Figure 5.6, which present convergence to a stable fixed point, with 
Figure 5.12, which present convergence to an almost-stable fixed point, both 
by string length £ (with population size r =  4£). The rate of convergence to 
stable fixed points decreases as £ increases, but the rate for convergence to 
an almost-stable fixed point increases as £ increases. Similar results occur for 
fitness: Figure 5.27 presents convergence to the same string (and hence the 
same fitness) and Figure 5.18 presents convergence to almost the same fitness 
(i.e., within the fitness tolerance).
This implies that as £ increases, the SGA finds a stable fixed point (or the IPM 
convergence string) less often, but finds points close to a stable fixed point (or 
the IPM convergence string) more often. Note this is based on small populations 
whose size is proportional to string length.
Comparisons based on constant population size or population size proportional- 
to the square root of the search space size were not useful, generally because the 
“tolerances” were so large that almost every point qualified for inclusion (i.e., 
rate of occurrence equals 1 ), making it impossible to determine what occurred.
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2. In general, performance degrades in two ways as I  increases. Figures 5.35, 5.36, 
5.37, and 5.31, showing rate of convergence to the optimum string as I  varies, 
all indicate that increasing I  implies the optimum will be found less frequently.
At the same time, Figures 5.41, 5.42, 5.43 for the SGA and Figures 5.47, 5.48, 
5.49 for the IPM all indicate a larger i  will require more generations for conver­
gence.
Thus, as I  increases the optimum is found less often, and the search for it takes 
longer.
In creasin g  r:
As expected, the resemblance of the SGA convergence behavior to that of the 
IPM improves as r increases, but population size alone is inadequate as an indicator of 
similarity. For example, in the case of the SGA and IPM converging to the same string 
(Figures 5.22, 5.23, 5.24): As epistasis increases, the rate for the largest population 
falls below that of smaller populations with lower epistasis.
In creasin g  e:
It appears that increasing epistasis does reduce the frequency of convergence to the 
optimum (Figures 5.19, 5.20, 5.21), but at the same time the number of generations 
required for convergence decreases (Figures 5.38, 5.39, 5.40). The combination of 
these two factors with the results for convergence to approximately the same fitness 
(Figures 5.13, 5.14, 5.15) could be interpreted to indicate that both algorithms tend 
to settle too soon on some nearly optimal fitness population when epistasis is high.
Although there does not seem to be an epistasis level beyond which increases in 
epistasis have no effect, there does seem to be a range of epistatic values (from about 
3/9 to 7/9) within which changes in behavior are relatively small. The relationship
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between a  and epistasis (in Figure 5.53) provides an explanation: The change in a  is 
flattest within that region, and flatter still as i  increases, which means a-linear fitness 
functions within those levels of epistasis are more similar on average those taken from 
other regions.
C onvergence to  O ptim um
Comparison of zero hamming distance to optimum for the IPM (Figures 5.28, 
5.29, 5.30) and SGA (Figures 5.32, 5.33, 5.34) indicates the correspondence between 
the SGA and IPM results improves as population size increases.
A point of interest about convergence to optimum is the lack of occurrence of 
IPM convergence populations with hamming distance 1, and the decrease in the 
occurrence of hamming distance 2  results as epistasis increases (which is where the 
occurrence of larger hamming distance results becomes more frequent). For I  =  8 , 
the hamming distance 2 actually becomes less frequent than hamming distances 3, 4, 
and 5 (Figure 5.34). This seems to be an indication that if an IPM population gets 
near the optimum (in hamming distance), then it likely will find the optimum.
Another point of interest is how badly the SGA performs with linear fitness func­
tions (Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3), in contrast to the IPM, which performs well with linear 
fitness functions (where the only stable fixed point is the optimum).
2.2. Transition to  Fully E pistatic
A general feature of almost every chart is a distinct change as e increases from |  
to | .  A plot of o  vs s (from Equation 2.11) shows a large change in a  for the same 
region: For a given e, the a  is determined by the relative size of ||£ || and ||£ || (see 
Equation 2.10). Assuming £  and £  are derived from a random fitness vector, the 
expected values of £ 2 and £ 2 are proportional to the number of non-zero terms in £
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£ -1  
= £ A 2
t=0
N - 1
£2 =  £  A-2
A:=l,fc5£2i
E (jC2) =  k l  (5.1)
E {S l) =  k (  2e - l ~ £ )  (5.2)
In order to investigate a  vs e, we need the expected value of j ||| for Equation 2.10. 
Figure 5.53 uses as a plausible value.
A more reliable relationship was obtained by calculating a  for 10,000 random 
fitness vectors (for each £ value), using Equation 2.10. The empirically obtained 
expected value of a  for various epistasis values is plotted in Figure 5.54.
As £ increases, the a  value for a given e decreases, as Figure 5.54 shows. Consider 
£ =  8 , where less than |  of the transition from linear to epistatic has been achieved at
I l l
the point where e =  §: In such a situation, the fitness vector can change drastically 
as e goes from f  to The effect becomes more pronounced as t  increases. This 
might explain the results seen at high epistasis levels.
A similar, but smaller, effect occurs at the low epistasis levels, and decreases as t  
increases.
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Figure 5.54: A lpha vs E pistasis (Em pirical) for i  ~  3, 4, 6, 8
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ave ||£ || stdev ||£ || ave ||£|| stdev ||£ ||
£ = 4 0.549 0.188 0.904 0.144
II 0.704 0.218 2.162 .1 2 2
Table 5.1: Random Fitness Vector Statistics
average lowest highest
i  — 4 0.733 0.516 0.894
II CTi 0.905 0.831 0.957
Table 5.2: Random Fitness Vector Epistasis Bounds
2.3. R andom  F itness Vectors
For a fitness vector with components selected at random from [0,1], a  is and
the epistasis is determined by using Equations 5.1 and 5.2, which depend on I, Thus,
a random fitness vector for strings of length I  has a level of epistasis centered around 
2e —  1 —  I
e =  ——— -— . In other words, random fitness vectors do not on average provide a
Z X
diverse sampling of epistasis levels.
For example, consider the statistics based on 50 random fitness vectors for i  =  4 
and i  =  6 , shown in Table 5.1. The lowest and highest bounds (and average epistasis) 
are calculated from
lowest =
highest =  
and shown in Table 5.2
(ave Ill’ll — stdev | | £ | | ) 2
(ave ||£ || +  stdev | | £ | | ) 2 +  (ave ||£ || -  stdev | | £ | | ) 2
(ave ||£ || +  stdev | | £ | | ) 2 
(ave ||£ || — stdev | | £ | | ) 2 +  (ave ||£|| +  stdev | | £ | | ) 2
C hapter 6
Conclusion
Most of the points of comparison between the IPM and SGA which were mentioned 
in the objectives for this thesis were addressed in charts and discussion in Chapter 5: 
Results.
Here we discuss some of the more general issues.
1. How successful is the thesis a t achieving its goals?
(a) The search for a SGA population size at which the IPM is an effective 
predictor of convergence behavior produces ambiguous results. Population 
size is important, and a  larger population implies the SGA convergence 
behavior will more closely approach the IPM behavior, but the population 
size we seek depends on what is meant by “effectivepredictor”: How closely 
must the behaviors correspond?
The epistasis level also has an effect: The IPM and SGA results have 
different degrees of correlation at zero epistasis and full epistasis.
The best we can say is: As population size increases, the IPM becomes a 
better predictor of SGA convergence behavior.
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(b) Some of the comparisons were hampered by the choice of large “tolerances” 
for stability (almost-stable fixed point) and fitness (convergence to almost 
the same fitness). This made it possible for too large a proportion of the 
data to qualify for inclusion, resulting in the same rate or frequency for all 
data (thus providing no information). Repeating calculations with smaller 
tolerances might make it possible to find some interesting relationships.
W hat further research might be done?
(a) The choice of string lengths was due largely to execution time constraints 
imposed by the IPM. But some of the results of interest depend only on 
the SGA. Running those experiments (such as convergence to stable fixed 
points) for longer string lengths (£ =  1 2 , 16, 2 0 ) would provide data to 
expand the analysis of the effect of string length on behavior.
(b) It is not unreasonable to suspect that the results of this thesis may be due 
more to how fitness vectors were obtained than to the nature of epistasis 
itself. Repeating the work with a different scheme for creating fitness 
vectors of given epistasis (such as Kaufmann’s NK Fitness Table) would 
provide a  good “cross-check”.
(c) Many of the graphs show an unexpected change in behavior between epis­
tasis levels e — |  and | ,  the region in which the proportion of epistasis (a) 
in the a-linear fitness vector undergoes its greatest change. In particular, 
compare Figures 5.32, 5.33, and 5.34, where the “upturn” at high epistasis 
is clear for £ =  4 and £ =  6 , but not for £ =  8 . We postulate the effect for 
£ =  8  does occur, but between e =  |  and | ,  where it is not visible, due to 
our choice of epistasis levels. This possibility should be verified by further 
investigation.
In fact, this line of reasoning suggests tha t similar unobserved changes may 
be occurring in the other charts, and a more detailed investigation of that 
range of epistasis values would likely produce interesting results.
3. W hat contributions does this thesis make to the general body of knowledge 
about genetic algorithms?
(a) Davidor [2] provided “a means to measure the nonlinearity” in a search 
space. His interest was in samples of the search space, and his epistatic 
variance was not a definition of epistasis.
For this thesis, we needed a numeric value for epistasis which took into 
account the proportion of the variance in the search space which was a t­
tributable to “nonlinearity” . Transforming the fitness vector to Walsh 
space provided a simple way to separate linear and epistatic contributions 
to fitness, and calculate the proportion of fitness contributed by epistatic 
terms. Our definition of epistasis is equivalent to the ratio of Davidor’s 
epistasis variance of the search space to the Aizawa [3] total variance of 
the search space, as was shown (Proposition 2.1).
But the question remains, whether we should maintain consistency with
Davidor and Aizawa in the sense of a ratio of variances (or (length ) 2 for us): 
l| £ | | 2  I £11
6 =  /»M9 ..  iiAnoi or instead use a ratio of lengths: e —
| £ | | 2 + Pir ‘ J \ \ C \\2 +  \ \ £ \ \ 2 '
We see no compelling reason to prefer either choice.
(b) The ability to create a fitness vector of given epistasis from the linear and 
epistatic fitness vectors in the decomposition of a random fitness vector 
should be useful for those working with genetic algorithms.
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Chapter 7 
A ppendix —  N otation  D ictionary
1 . T hesis  N o ta tio n
£ — bit-string length
r — population size
f — fitness function
B — bit-string: B  = bib2 ■.. be
& — the real numbers
N — the number of possible bit-strings: N  =  2e
W ■— the (Vose) Walsh Transformation matrix
1 — the vector of all l ’s: ( 1 1  . . .  1 )T
0 — the vector of all 0 ’s: (0  0  . . .  0 )T
d — the vector (2 ° 2 1 . . .  2e~1)T
X — an individual in the population: (xq X\ . . .  x ^ \ ) T
X{ — the ith component of x: a binary digit
xFd — the number associated with the vector x
s x — the string X£. . .  x2X\ associated with the vector x
Ak — the kth column vector of m atrix A
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X * — the bipolar form of X : X* =
X  — the unipolar form of X*: X  =  | ( l l r  —X*).
The associated integers of the row vectors of X  are 
0 , 1, 2 , . . .  2l  — 1.
f i  — the ith component of fitness vector f, a non-negative real number
/* — the fitness value of bitstring Sx of length £
f e — a fitness vector for bitstrings of length £
f  — the fitness vector /  in the Walsh basis
c — the constant vector (c0 C\ . . .  q ) t  for linear fitness functions,
f x =  c0 +  P x
Y l — a 2l x £ matrix with entries YZJ- =  1 if i =  2J , and 0 otherwise.
Cg — the constant term of the decomposition of fitness vector g
into constant, linear, and epistatic terms 
Cg — the linear term of the decomposition of fitness vector g
into constant, linear, and epistatic terms 
£g — the epistatic term of the decomposition of fitness vector g
into constant, linear, and epistatic terms 
L  — a purely linear fitness vector: L = Cl + Cl
E  — a purely epistatic fitness vector: E  = Ce  + £e
Ti — the Ith component of vector £g
eg — the epistasis of fitness vector g
C2 — alternate notation for CTC
C2 — alternate notation for CTC
£ 2 — alternate notation for £T£
a; — proportion of epistasis in an cc-linear fitness vector
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||£ || — length of £: ||£ || =  \[CA
\\£\\ —  length of E: ||£ || =
2 .  Davidor N otation
S  — bit-string
v — fitness function
v(S)  — fitness of string S
V  — average fitness of all strings: mean fitness
— the °f bit b a t position j  in a string:
the difference between the average fitness of strings 
with bit b € {0 , 1 } at position j ,  and the average fitness 
of all strings
A(S)  — genic fitness: a fitness calculated from v(S) and Ej(b)
a% — epistatic variance: a measure of the difference between
A(S)  and v (S )
N  — the number of strings
3. A izawa N otation
L  — bit-string length: the number of strings is 2l
A  — the solution space: all possible bit-strings of length L
F (x ) — the fitness of string x
Ha  — the mean fitness of strings in A
/(Ui)(x(ui))— Davidor’s Ej(b), in Aizawa’s notation
(For partitions other than th a t corresponding to the standard
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(Cartesian) basis, this represents a generalization of Davidor’s 
approach, in the sense tha t the effects of bitstrings can be 
handled, as well as single bit positions) 
iVi — the ith Walsh function (Paley)
4. Vose N o ta tio n
O — domain of the SGA: the set of all bit-strings of length £
— kth column of the identity matrix I: vertices of A 
© — bitwise exclusive-OR operation
® — bitwise AND operation
x  — complement of a;: x  © 1 1 . . .  1
[expr] — evaluate the predicate expr: [expr] is 1 if expr is true, else 0
h i —  [* =  i]
Ok — n  x n  permutation matrix: (©c)^- =  8i®k,j
x  — population vector: Xi is the proportion of the population
represented by the string associated with the integer i 
3? — the set of all real numbers
A — the unit simplex: A =  {(a;o,. - • , x 2t- i)T : x T1 =  1 ,Xj > 0}
T  — the proportional selection operator (matrix)
F  — diagonal 2̂  x 2e m atrix with entries F y  =
k  — crossover mask: fcG fl
Xk — crossover (probability) distribution: the probability k will be
the crossover mask 
p  — the mutation probability distribution
C — crossover rate
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M  — mixing operator (matrix): performs crossover and mutation
M ij  —- probability that mixing i and j  produces 0
7Z — the bitwise mutation rate
Q — the IPM genetic algorithm
U ,V  — neighborhoods about a point in the simplex
A* —  the “twist” of A: A*j = A ^ i
d M x — the differential of M. at x
dQx —■ the differential of Q at x
spec(dQek) — spectrum (set of eigenvalues) of dQ at vertex e*
p{dGx) — spectral radius: the maximum of the spectrum of dQ at x
Chapter 8 
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